Copyright, Access and Archiving

Copyright to the individual works belongs to their respective Authors: for this reason any copyright, patents, trademarks and other intellectual property rights are granted to the Publisher (Agenzia delle Entrate).

Publication rights are granted to the Agenzia delle Entrate by means of an agreement (licence to publish) between the corresponding Author and the Agenzia delle Entrate.

At the moment of the article submission this agreement is accepted by the corresponding Author and it concerns the Publisher, the copyright, the terms and forms of publication, the level of access and the obligations related to the work. In the case of multiple authors, the corresponding Author warrants to have the consent of each Author to enter the licence to publish on behalf of them.

By accepting this agreement the Author accepts the following terms and conditions:

**Licence of rights of the Author**

The Author grants to the Agenzia delle Entrate a non-exclusive licence to:
- to publish, to reproduce the article in whole or in part, and to communicate the article to the public in print and/or digital form, whether or not in combination with the works of others, for example the making available to the public via Internet or any other network, as part of a database, on-line or off-line, for use by third parties;
- to translate the article into other languages and to communicate the translation of the article to the public;
- to create adaptations, summaries or extracts of the article or other derivative works based on the article and exercise all of the rights in such adaptations, summaries, extracts and derivative works;
- to include the article, whether in translation or as adaptation or summary, in whole or in part, in open access computerised databases;
- to indefinitely store electronic and/or printed archival copies of the article into the Publisher’s repository (without taking any technological protection measure of the contribution) and to permit the access to third parties;
- to grant to end users the authorization to copy, translate, republish, transmit and display the work, on condition that the name of the Author is acknowledged. Actually this is possible by licensing the articles under a Creative Commons Attribution – Non Commercial licence (CC BY-NC), a licence that the Author grants to all others, contextually to the non-exclusive licence granted to the Agenzia delle Entrate.

**Rights and obligations of the Author**

The Author retains all other rights, including:
- Educational or research use: to reproduce the article, in whole or in part, and to communicate it or make it available to the public, whether in print and/or digital form, whether as part of a course pack or a compilation, for use in education or research within the
institution of the Author or the institutions with which the Author is affiliated

- Dissemination: to upload the article or to grant to the institution of the Author (or another appropriate organisation) the authorisation to upload the article, immediately from the date of publication, into publicly accessible institutional and/or centrally organised repositories, provided that a link is inserted to the article on the “Territorio Italia – Land Administration, Cadastre, Real Estate” website

- Preservation: to grant to the institution of the Author (or another appropriate organisation) the authorization to reproduce the article for the purpose of preventing it from deteriorating, or if the original is currently in an obsolete format or the technology required to use the original is unavailable, for the purpose of ensuring that the article continues to be available for education and research purposes

- Future reuse: to reuse whole or part of the article in a dissertation, compilation or other works

- Personal use: to present the article at a meeting or conference and to hand out copies of the article to the delegates attending the meeting

- Use by end users: to grant to end users (other authors, publishers, the public), the authorisation to freely share the works in any medium or format, as well as reuse and adapt the original contents of works (e.g. figures and tables created by the Author), as long as the source of the work must be cited and its Author acknowledged. The content may not be used for commercial purposes.

For every form of (re)use of the article, the Author undertakes to cite the journal as the source of the first publication of the work. The corresponding Author warrants that also each Author cites the journal as the source of the first publication of the work, in case they communicate or republish the work.

Terms of use and reuse

The Agenzia delle Entrate grants to the readers to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of its articles and allow readers to use them for any other lawful purpose. In particular, since December 2015 the articles have been licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial Licence (CC BY-NC), which grants to all others (other authors, publishers, the public) to:

- Share - copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

- Adapt - transform and build upon the material under the following terms:
  - Attribution - acknowledge the original source and the Author, provide a link to the licence and indicate if changes were made
  - Non Commercial - the content may not be used for commercial purposes
  - No additional restrictions - you may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the licence permits.

The CC BY-NC licence permits works to be freely shared in any medium or format, as well as reuse and adaptation of the original contents of Works (e.g. figures and tables created by the Author), as long as it is not used for commercial purposes.
The source of the work must be cited and its Author acknowledged in the following manner:
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Electronic copies of all the articles accepted and published on the journal Territorio Italia are stored in the “Archive” section that can be freely accessed from the journal’s web site.